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ABSTRACT 
In the following let E and F be arbitrary Banach lattices and assume that Fis Dedekind complete. 
Let 9’(E, F) be the space of all regular operators T from E to F such that / T 1 maps norm bounded 
sets into almost order bounded ones. Motivated by a recent paper of Arendt and Schwarz [I] we 
give answers to the following problems: / / 
(a) When is B’(E,F) equal to the space of all regular operators? 
(b) When does W(E, F) =Y(E, F) rl (E’@ F)” hold? 
(c) When is E’Q F dense in 9’(E, F) with respect to the r-norm? 
(d) When does Y(E, F) contain (E’ Q F)” ? 
INTRODUCTION 
In the following let E and F be arbitrary Banach lattices. By P(E,F) we 
denote the Banach space of all order bounded linear operators from E to F, 
equipped with the so-called r-norm (for notions not explained here we refer to 
([9, 121). Let si?(E,F) denote the closure with respect to the r-norm of all 
operators of finite rank from E to F. In a recent paper ([ 11) Arendt and Schwarz 
studied the properties of C(E, F) in the case where E or F is atomic (and F is 
order complete). For example they proved that if 1 <q<p< 03 is valid then 
c~C(P,P,~)=Z(P,~~) holds. Moreover for a Banach lattice F the following 
assertions are equivalent: 
(i) F is an atomic KB-space, 
(ii) P(c,, F) =sV(c,, F). 
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Finally the following is another very interesting theorem of the cited paper: 
Let E be a Banach lattice. The following assertions are equivalent: 
(i) E’ is atomic and its norm is order continuous. 
(ii) For every abstract L-space L P(E, L) =X’(E, L) holds. 
The following problem arises naturally: 
Is there another class of operatorsg(E, F) in P(E, F) which shares some im- 
portant properties of the class N’(E, F) if we drop the additional condition on 
E (F,E’, resp.) to be atomic? 
It is the aim of the present paper to describe such classes of operators. Let 
us recall the notion of almost order boundedness. A set D of the Banach lattice 
E is called almost order bounded (see [12]) if for every E>O there exists u>O 
in E such that D is contained in {x~ E: 1x1s u} + B(0, E) where B(y, r) denotes 
the ball of radius r around y. Note that this notion does not agree with the no- 
tion of L-weak-compactness (L-Schwachkompaktheit) of [4] unless the norm 
on E is order continuous. 
In [12] an order bounded operator T from the Banach lattice E into another 
one, F, is called semicompact if it maps norm bounded sets into almost order 
bounded sets. Simplifying our notations and keeping in mind the similarity bet- 
ween almost order bounded sets and relatively compact sets we call from now 
on almost order bounded sets simply semicompact. Thus an order bounded 
operator is semicompact if it maps norm bounded sets into semicompact ones. 
Theorem 1.1 of [l] can now be reformulated as follows: 
Let E be a Banach lattice. Then the following assertions are equivalent: 
(i) E is atomic and its norm is order continuous. 
(ii) Every semicompact set is relatively compact. 
Our paper is organized as follows: 
In section 1 we shall first prove some properties of semicompact sets. In sec- 
tion 2 we study general properties of the space V(E, F) of all order bounded 
linear operators from the Banach lattice E into a Banach lattice F, which are 
dominated by some positive semicompact operator. Section 3 is devoted to the 
following problems, inspired by those of [l]: 
(a) When does Y(E,F)=P(E,F) hold? 
(b) When does X’(E, F) = Y(E, F) II (E ‘ 0 F)” hold? 
(c) When does Y(E, F) =YP(E, F) hold? 
(d) When does B’(E,F) contain (E’@ F)i’ ? 
1. SEMICOMPACT SETS 
Let E be a Banach lattice and DCE a norm bounded subset of E. We call 
D semicompact if for all E > 0 there exists u E E such that D is contained in 
{xeE: Ix/ I u}+B(O, ) E , or equivalently Il(jxl - u)+ I/ <E for all XED. We shall 
prove some properties about semicompact sets in a slightly more general form 
by proving some results about e(D), the measure of non-semicompactness, in- 
troduced in [6]. Recall that 
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Q(D) = inf{d > 0: There exists UE E, such that l/(/xl -u)+ 11 5 6 
for all xED}. 
We shall use in the following the observations, proved in [6], that if BE 
denotes the unit ball {XE E: llxll I l}, then @(BE) = 0 or = 1 and @(BE) = 0 if 
and only if there exists a strong unit in E and the norm in E is equivalent to 
the order unit norm, i.e. E is an AM-space with unit. We shall derive now some 
formulas for Q(D) in case E has order continuous norm or E has a quasi-interior 
point. By sol(D) we shall denote the solid hull of D. 
PROPOSITION 1.1. Let E be a Banach lattice and DcE a norm bounded 
subset. Then the following holds. 
(i) Q(D) I sup{ lim llgnII : g, E sol(D), (g,) a disjoint sequence}. 
(ii) If E has order continuous norm, then equality holds in (i). 
PROOF. Let c be equal to sup{ llxll: x E D} (i) If Q(D) = 0, then we have nothing 
to prove. Hence assume we have 0 < 6 <e(D). Then for all u E E, there exists 
XE D such that II( 1x1 - u)+il > 6. Take first u = 0. Then there exists xi ED such 
that l/xi II > 6. Assume now that xi, . . . , x,, ~I ED have been chosen. Then we can 
find x, E D so that 
n-l 
ll(l4 -w, I~kl)‘ll ‘6. 
Define now / 
n-l 
g, = (1% / - 2” ,;, Ixk / - i 2pk ixk 1)‘. 
k=n+l 
Then one easily checks that the g,‘s form a disjoint sequence and that 
lgnl I Ixn I for all n, i.e. g, E sol(D). Moreover we have 
n-l n-l 
lknil z li(lxnI -2”k;, Ixkl)+ll - ii(lxnl -2”k;, IXk~)-gn/I 
>6- ; 2-k/IXkII >a- $. 
k=l+n 
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If follows that hm /lg,II 26 and (i) follows. 
(ii) Now assume E has order continuous norm and let 6>@(D). Then there 
exists UEE, such that Il(lxl - u)‘ll<6 f or all x E D. Let (g,) C sol(D) be a dis- 
joint sequence. Then we have that also II( lg, 1 -u)+ I/ 16 for all n. On the other 
hand we have I/ lg,, Aull -+O as n -+ 03 by order continuity of the norm. Hence 
it follows that lim l/g, II 16. Since S>@(D) arbitrary it follows that lim l/g,/1 II 
l@(D) and thus we have equality in (i). 
PROPOSITION 1.2. Let E be a Banach lattice. Let e E E, and D c E be a norm 
bounded subset. Then we have the following. 
(i) e(D)llimk_, sup{l~(lxi -ke)‘ll: x~D}. 
(ii) If e is a quasi-interior point of E,, then we have equality in (i). 
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PROOF. (i) This inequality is immediate from the definition of Q(D). (ii) Let 
s>@(D). Then there exists UEE, such that [l(ixl -u)‘I/<6 for all XED. Let 
E>O. Then there exists a natural number kc, such that ll(u - ke)’ /I <E for all 
k? kc,, since e is a quasi interior point of E. Now the inequality (Ix/ - ke)+ 5 
1(1x1 -u)‘+(u-_e)+ implies that Il(lxl -ke)+lls8+& for all k~k,. Hence 
we have 
j\rnmm sup{Il(lxi-ke)+Il: XED} 58+~ 
for all E> 0 and all 6> Q(D). So we have equality in (i). 
We now indicate some corollaries of the previous two propositions. 
COROLLARY 1.3. Let E be a Banach lattice with order continuous norm or 
with quasi-interior points in E, . Then the following are equivalent for a norm 
bounded subset D of E. 
(i) D is semi-compact. 
(ii) Every sequence (x,,) in D is semicompact. 
PROOF. The implication (i) = (ii) is obvious, so assume (ii) holds. Assume 
first that E has order continuous norm. Let (g,)C sol(D) be a disjoint se- 
quence. Then there exist x,, E D such that lg, I I Ix, I for all n. Now D, = 
= (xn: n-1,2,... } is semicompact by assumption, so Q(DJ =O. Applying 
- 
prop. 1.1 to D, , we conclude that hm llgn II = 0. Another application of proposi- 
tion 1.1 now yields that Q(D) = 0. Assume now that E, has a quasi interior 
point e and assume Q(D) # 0. Then there exists E > 0 such that lim,,, sup{ II( 1x1 - 
-ke)+ll: XED}>E. Hence there exist k, <k,< ... and x, E D such that 
11(/x, I - kne)+ll >E for all n. By assumption (x,) is semi-compact, so by pro- 
position 1.2 
lim sup{Il(lx,I -ke)+//: n = 1,2,...} =O, 
k-rm 
which contradicts 11 (Ix, / - k, e)+ I/ > E. 
We now present a simple example to show that the above corollary is not true 
for arbitrary Banach lattices. 
EXAMPLE. Let E={xE~“(R): support (x) is countable} equipped with the 
supremumnorm and let D = BE, the unit ball of E. Then every sequence in D 
is order bounded and thus semicompact. However D is not semicompact, since 
as remarked before @(BE) = 0 if and only if E contains a strong order unit. 
We now indicate as a corollary of Propositions 1.1 and 1.2 an ultrapower (or 
nonstandard) characterization of semicompact sets. Let I? denote an ultrapower 
of E over fN and D the corresponding ultrapower of D in 8, whenever DCE 
is a norm bounded subset of E. By I? we denote the closed order ideal generated 
by E in l?. 
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COROLLARY 1.4. Assume E has order continuous norm or E, has a quasi- 
interior point. Then DC E is semicompact if and only if DC& 
PROOF. Immediate from the previous corollary. 
Let us point out that if we replace the ultrapower over N by an arbitrary poly- 
saturated nonstandard hull (cf. [ll]), then the corollary above is true for ar- 
bitrary Banach lattices. 
We know from 1.2 and 1.3 that if E is a Banach lattice with quasi-interior 
points in E, such that every bounded sequence is semicompact, then E is an 
AM-space with unit, since then @(B&=0. As the example above shows there 
are Banach lattices without order units but such that every norm bounded se- 
quence is semicompact. In a previous version of this paper ([lo]) we could only 
prove that such a Banach lattice is isomorphic to an AM-space. The additional 
assertion of the next theorem was proved by F. Rabiger [8]. 
THEOREM 1.5. Let E be a Banach lattice an let k be an infinite cardinal. If 
every norm-bounded set A of cardinality #(A) 5 k is semicompact, then it is 
already order bounded. Moreover E is lattice isomorphic to an AM space. 
PROOF. I) Let ._& be the class of all subsets A cB, of cardinality I k. For 
AcB,,AE~ set 
CA := inf{ I/z/I: z> 0 and A c [-z,z] ++BE}. 
By assumption A is semicompact; hence CA < co. Set c= sup{cA : A E_$}. If 
c= 03, then to every n E h\l there exists A, Ed satisfying c,$>n. Then A := 
._ .- IJ, A, EGI but A is obviously not semicompact. Thus c< 00. 
II) Now let A ad be arbitrary. Then there exists z>O such that jlzll IC and 
AC[-z,z]+~B~.Setz~:=zandA,:=A.ThenA,:={(~x~-~x~~z,):x~A,}is 
contained in +BE. Thus there exists z2 > 0 such that llz2/1 5 22’ . c and A,C 
c [-z2, zz] + +BE. By induction we get a sequence (z,, A,) satisfying 
(i) z, > 0 and I(zn /I I c. 2-t” - ‘), 
(ii) A, C f-z,, z,] + 2?BE, 
(iii) 11x-XA Cy zkII <2-” for all XEA,. 
For z = CTzk we have A C t-z, z]. 
III) That E is isomorphic to an AM-space follows now by the result of [5]. 
2. GENERALREMARKSONSEMICOMPACTOPERATORS 
In this section E and F denote Banach lattices and we shall assume that F is 
Dedekind complete. By P(E, F) we denote the Dedekind complete Banach lat- 
tice of all regular (or order bounded) linear operators from E into F. An 
operator TE P(E, F) is called semicompact if T maps norm bounded sets into 
semicompact sets in F. It is wellknown that the set of all semicompact operators 
from E into F does not constitute a sublattice of P(E,F) (see e.g. [12]). 
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Therefore we introduce 
Y(E, F) = { TE&Y(E, F): 1 T 1 is semicompact). 
One easily verifies that Yr(E,F) is a closed order ideal in g?‘(E,F), in par- 
ticular 8’(E, F) contains YY(E, F), the norm closure of E’@ F in gr(E, F). In 
case E = F, then 8’(E) =B’(E, E) is also an algebraic ideal in g’(E). In [I] 
Arendt and Schwarz showed that .X’(E) is the only non-trivial closed order 
and algebra ideal in 9”(E), in case E=LP (1 sp< 00) or co. For non-atomic 
Banach lattices one might therefore conjecture that Y(E) is a maximal closed 
order and algebra ideal in G?‘(E). This is however not the case as we shall show 
later on. First we prove a result about the relation between Y(E) and the 
center Z(E) of E. Recall 
Z(E)=(Teg’(E): jTI I kl for some k}. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let E be a Dedekind complete Banach lattice with the pro- 
perty that no nonzero band in E contains a strong unit. Then Y’(E) and Z(E) 
are disjoint (in the sense of the order). 
PROOF. Assume there exists 05 TE Y’(E) fl Z(E) with T#O. Then there ex- 
ists E>O and a band projection P#O such that OlePs T. So PEP’(E). This 
implies that the unit ball of P(E) is semicompact in P(E). Thus P(E) has a 
strong order unit, contradicting our assumption on E. Hence the proposition 
follows. 
EXAMPLE. Let E= L2[0, l] with respect to Lebesque measure. Denote by J 
the closure in 9”(E) of the order ideal generated by Y(E) + (E’@ E)‘l. Then 
J is a closed order and algebra ideal in 9?!‘(E) and J is #5!?‘(E), since I$ J by 
the above proposition. Moreover JzY”(E), since there exist kernel operators 
on E (i.e. elements in (E’@ E)“), which are not semicompact. 
This example shows that the ideal structure of 5?‘(E), is rather complicated 
even for E = L2[0, 11. The problem whether X’(E) is the unique closed order 
and algebra ideal in (E’@ E)” is still open even for E=L’[O, I]. 
3. ONTHEPROBLEMSOFTHElNTRODLJCTION 
a) When does _G?‘(E, F) = Y(E, F) hold? 
We now discuss the equation y?‘(E, F) = B’(E, F). If E or F is an AM-space 
with unit then this equality holds obviously. Our next result generalizes [I], thm 
3.3. To this end we recall the notion of weak Schur spaces, introduced in [7]. 
A Banach lattice E is called a weak Schur space if every relatively weakly com- 
pact subset of E is semicompact. Such a Banach lattice is always weakly sequen- 
tually complete, i.e., a KB-space. Every AL-space is a weak Schur space, but 
there are a lot of other important function lattices belonging to this class of 
spaces (see [7]). By a result of Meyer-Nieberg ([4], Satz 14), a Banach lattice 
E is a weak Schur space if every infinite dimensional closed vector sublattice 
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contains a lattice copy of L’. By the main result in [2] this in turn is equivalent 
to the fact that there is no infinite dimensional closed vector sublattice such that 
the norm on its dual has order continuous norm. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let E and F be Banach lattices. 
a) If E’ has order continuous norm and if F is a weak Schur space, then 
_9?!‘(E, F) = Yr(E, F) holds. 
b) Zf F’ does not have order continuous norm and if @(E,F) =Y’(E, F) 
holds, then E’ has order continuous norm. 
PROOF. a) If E’ has order continuous norm then every positive linear map- 
ping from E to F is weakly compact by [2], since F is weakly sequentually com- 
plete. The rest is clear by the definition of a weak Schur space. 
b) By [2] there exists a closed vector sublattice G, say, of F lattice isomorphic 
to I’. Denote this isomorphism form I’ onto G by j. By car. 1 on p. 93 of [3] 
there exists a positive projection P from F onto G. Now let T be an arbitrary 
positive linear mapping from E to L’. Then jT is semicompact by hypothesis, 
and so is j-‘PjT= T, he nce T is weakly compact (see [4]). Now the assertion 
follows from the main result of [2]. 
As a supplement to this theorem we prove now the following assertion 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let E and F be Banach lattices. Then the following hold: 
(i) Assume that F is Dedekind complete. Then 9?‘(E, F) = Y’(E,f) for all 
Banach lattices E, if and only if F is an AM-space with unit. 
(ii) g’(E,F) =Y’(E,F) for all Dedekind complete Banach lattices F if and 
only if E is an AM-space with unit. 
PROOF. (i) is obvious. 
(ii) If E is an AM-space with unit then the assertion is obvious. Assume now 
that _C!?(E, F) = 8’(E, F) for all Dedekind complete Banach lattices F. Let F be 
the Dedekind completion of E and norm F by IICll= inf{ /Ix/I : 1 ~7s x E E > . From 
[12], Theorem 101.6, we conclude that Fis a Dedekind complete Banach lattice. 
Let i : E + F denote the natural embedding of E into F. Then i is semicompact 
implies that for all E > 0 there exists 6 E F+ such that Il( Ii(x)1 - t.7)’ I/ <E for all 
xgB,. Let VEE, such that CIi(v). Then also II(i l(x)1 -i(v))+II<e for all 
XEB,, i.e. ll(ixl - v)+ll <E for all XE B,. Hence BE is semicompact in E and 
thus E is an AM-space with unit. 
If in the above proposition we do not consider all spaces E (F, respectively), 
but only one pair of spaces E and F, then the equality .9!‘(E,F) =9”‘(E,F) oc- 
curs more frequently. More precisely we have the important result of Dodds- 
Fremlin (see [12], Theorem 129.7), which gives a sufficient condition for 
g’(E, F) = B’(E,F) in terms of the indices s and o of a Banach lattice (see 
[12], $ 129): If E and F are infinite dimensional Banach lattices such that the 
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upper index a(F) is less than or equal to the lower index s(E) of E, then 
Y(E, F) = gr(E, F). In particular 
gr(Lp,Lq) =Y(Lp,Lq), if 1 rq<p5 03. 
This last assertion is due to Meyer-Nieberg ([4], Satz 7). 
6) When does N’(E, F) = Y(E, F) n (E ‘ 0 F) ” hold? 
We now indicate the relation between Y(E,F) and X”(E, F). Recall that 
X”(E,F) is the norm closure of E’@ F in g7’(E, F). Hence we always have 
X’(E,F)cY’(E,F)f-l(E’@F)‘“. 
THEOREM 3.3. Assume E’ and F have order continuous norm. Then 
Y~‘(E,F)=Y~(E,F)~~(E’@F)‘~. 
PROOF. As remarked above we always have Xr(E, F) CY’(E, F) fl (E’ @ 
OF)“. Let OITEY(E,F)n(E’@F)“. Then T is semicompact and AM- 
compact. It follows that T is compact (see Theorem 125.5 of [12]). Since 
Te(E’@F)‘l, there exist (T,) such that 01 T,T Tand 05 T,<YT@xT~E’@ 
OF. Since T is compact and E’, F have order continuous norm, it follows that 
/IT- T,Il,+O. N ow each T, maps BE into an order interval of F, so that 
T,EE’& F, the so called m-tensorproduct of E’ and F. Hence there exist 
S,, E E’OF so that 11 T, - S,, Ilm + 0 as n --f 03, where /) * Ilm denotes the majoriz- 
ing norm. This implies that II T, - S,, I/r -+ 0 and thus TEX’(E, F). 
Using the above theorem and the preceding results of this section we obtain 
the following corollary. 
COROLLARY 3.4. (i) If E is an AM-space with unit and F has order con- 
tinuous norm, then Xr(E, F) = (E’@F)ll. 
(ii) If F is an infinite dimensional weak Schur space, then N’(E, F) = (E’ 0 
@ F)l’ if and only if E’ has order continuous norm. 
(iii) If a(F)<s(E), then X’(EF)=(E’@F)l’. In particular .Ylr(Lp,Lq)= 
=(LP’@L4)11 if 1 <q<p<oo. 
(Theequality~r(LP,Lq)=(LP’OLq)~‘, if 1 <q<psoo, was proved in the 
atomic case by Arendt and Schwarz [l]). 
PROOF. We only have to prove the part of (ii) that if E’ does not have order 
continuous norm then X’(E, F) # (E’@ F)‘l. Since F is infinite dimensional 
there is a lattice copy of I’ in F. Let (e,) be the canonical basis in I’ and let (u,) 
be the corresponding sequence in F. Since E’ does not have order continuous 
norm there is a lattice copy G, say, of /’ (by [2]) in E. Moreover by car. 1 on 
p. 93 of [3] there exists a positive projection P of E onto G. W.1.o.g. we may 
identify G with I’. Let (e;) be the canonical basis in P. Then the positive 
operator T, defined by 
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TX = 1 (ei,Px>u,, 
is obviously in (E’ @ F)” but not compact. 
We now indicate a converse of(i) in the above corollary. This result is a (par- 
tial) nonatomic analogue of Theorem 3.5 of [l]. 
PROPOSITION 3.5. Let E be an infinite dimensional AM-space with unit and 
let F be a Dedekind complete Banach lattice. Then X*(E, F) = (E’ @ F)l’ im- 
plies that F has order continuous norm. 
PROOF. Let 0 I u, I u E F with (u,) a disjoint sequence. Let 0 5 e E E be an 
order unit and let 01x, se be disjoint with l\x,II = 1 (we assume that 11 . 1) is the 
e-order unit norm). Then there exist 01 pn E E’ with /Ipn (/ = 1 and p,,(x,) = a,, . 
Define now T : E + F by 
TX = i q~,(x)u, for xeE. 
n=l 
Then 01 TE (E’@ F)“, so T is compact by assumption. Now TX,, = u, im- 
plies that (u,) is relatively compact in F. This shows that F cannot contain a 
lattice copy of Im. Hence the norm is order continuous by [9], 111.5.14. 
Now we present a result on the necessity of the assumptions in theorem 3.3. 
First observe that if E=F=1’, then Y”(E) =Xr(E), so that we cannot expect 
to prove in general that both E’ and F must have order continuous norms, 
whenever .Y’(E, F) = Y’(E, F) n (E’ 0 F)“. 
THEOREM 3.6. Let E and F be Banach lattices with F Dedekind complete. 
Assume Xr(E, F) = 9”‘(E, F) fl (E’@ F) ‘I. Then the following hold: 
(i) E’ or F has order continuous norm. 
(ii) If F is not purely atomic, then E’ has order continuous norm. 
(iii) If E’ is not purely atomic, then F has order continuous norm. 
PROOF. (i) As in the proof of 3.5 we have only to show that every order 
bounded disjoint sequence (u,) is relatively compact. To this end we consider 
formally the same operator T as in the proof of 3.4(ii), but where now (u,) 
denotes an arbitrary disjoint sequence of positive elements in F majorized by 
some element U, say. Denote by e’ the constant sequence (1, 1, l..) in I”. Then 
05 TIP’e’@ u, hence T is in (E’@ F)” fl Y(E, F). Thus T is compact by 
assumption and we can argue as in the proof of 3.5. 
(ii) If F is not purely atomic there exists a positive, disjoint order bounded 
sequence (u,) such that I\u, I( L c> 0 and in addition (u,) + 0 weakly (*). 
Assume that E’ does not have order continuous norm. Then we obtain as in 
the proof of (i) that (u,) is relatively compact in the norm topology. But then 
/Iu, 11 + 0 because of (*), a contradiction. 
(iii) Similarly. 
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c) When does g’(E, F) =.%V(E, F) hold? 
We now indicate a result about the equality B’(E, F) =&?(E, F), which sup- 
plements the above result. 
PROPOSITION 3.7. Let F be a Dedekind complete Banach lattice. Then the 
following are equivalent: 
(i) S’(E, F) = Y(E, F) for all Banach lattices E. 
(ii) X’(E, F) = Yr(E, F) for some nonatomic AL-space E. 
(iii) F is atomic and has order continuous norm. 
PROOF. (i) implies (ii) is obvious. 
(ii) implies (iii) follows from the above theorem. 
Assume now (iii) holds. Then the fact that order intervals in Fare norm com- 
pact implies that semicompact sets in Fare relatively compact in F. Hence for 
every operator TEY’(E, F) we have that 1 Tl is compact. It follows now from 
Satz 1.3 of [l] that TeXr(E,F). 
d) When does (E’@ F)” CYr(E, F) hold? 
Once can ask whether B’(E,F) can be a band in &!?!‘(E,F), without being 
equal to _@(E, F). Observe that if Yr(E, F) is a band in 5Zr(E, F), then we have 
(E’@ F)l’ C.J?‘(E, F). Therefore the following proposition presents one 
result about this question. 
PROPOSITION 3.8. Let E and F be Banach lattices with F Dedekind complete. 
Assume E’ does not have order continuous norm and B’(E, F) 3 (E’ @ F) IL. 
Then F is an AM-space in which every semicompact sequence is order bounded. 
PROOF. Since the norm in E’ is not order continuous, we can find a lattice 
copy of I’ in E by [2]. Now AL-spaces are injective in the category of all 
Banach lattices, so that this lattice copy is the range of a positive contractive 
projection P. Let 0~ u, E F be a norm bounded sequence. Define T : E + F by 
CC 
TX = C (Px,el,)u,, 
ii=, 
where el, EE’ are the dual unit vectors of the unit vectors (e,) in the lattice 
copy of L’. Then Oi Te(E’@F)“, so T is semicompact. Now Te, = u, im- 
plies that {u,,} is semicompact. An application of theorem 1.5 gives the desired 
result. 
COROLLARY 3.9. If E is a Dedekind complete Banach lattice such that 
Y’(E)>(E’@ E)i’, then E’ has order continuous norm. 
REMARK. We conjecture, that is Y(E)>(E’@ E)” and E has order con- 
tinuous norm, then E is finite dimensional. To prove this conjecture one needs 
124 
fo show, that if E is an infinite dimensional reflexive Banach lattice, then there 
exist positive non-compact kernel operators on E. If E is a reflexive rearrange- 
ment invariant Banach function space, then one can show this easily. 
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